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Synopsis
“Dancing Beethoven” closely follows
the staging of Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony presented in Tokyo
by the Béjart Ballet Lausanne,
the Tokyo Ballet and the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted
by Zubin Mehta.
Dozens of artists from all over
the world collaborate on the
construction of a fleeting cathedral
made of sweat and dreams.

BY DIEGO MORÁN

WATCH THE TRAILER

Seminci Magazine

DIEGO MORÁN– Once again you surprise us with an

extraordinary documentary about the Béjart Ballet
Lausanne, a ballet company with which you have
held a relationship over the last eight years. Can
you comment on that relationship and the origin of
“Dancing Beethoven”?
ARANTXA AGUIRRE– My relationship with the Béjart

company goes back in time to the days when I was a
teenager and I’d see them perform at the Palacio de
los Deportes de Madrid. For me it represented a new
way of understanding dance and performing arts.
Shortly after, I was admitted into its school which was
then located in Brussels and I spent some time there.
When in 2008 I approached the company again to
propose making a documentary on the subject, I had a
very clear idea about what I had in mind.
That first full-length documentary feature film, “El
esfuerzo y el ánimo” (AKA Le coeur et le courage or
Of Heart and Courage), was important to understand
the new stage the company was going through
when managed by Gil Roman, and thereafter I was
requested to make other shorter documentaries and
filming part of its repertoire. When they called me
to propose to me working on the Ninth Synphony, I
sensed that the task once more would require the
utmost effort that is typical of feature films.

DM– And the figure of Maurice Béjart is always

present, right?. What does this innovative master of
dancing mean to you?
AA– With him the dancers stopped resembling

ornamental objects and revealed themselves like
human beings full of intelligence and courage. As a
spectator you’d feel like you were being addressed
and questioned in a very direct way. A link of real
communication between the performers and the
public would come into being. Because of that I still
feel indebted to Béjart.
On the other hand, carrying on working close to his
company is becoming increasingly exceptional. The
years roll by in front of the camera like in the case of
the film “Boyhood”.
DM– Did you encounter many technical difficulties in

filming Maurice Béjart’s choreographies?
AA– I racked my brains considerably as to how to

shoot this ballet after the rehearsals, when the actual
performance was going on at the stage. Beethoven
and his Ninth Synphony in particular have an epic air
that the camera should capture. Despite the different
contexts, I inspired myself, esthetically speaking, in
the visual power of the images of Leni Riefenstahl’s
documentary on the Berlin Olympic Games. I was
lucky to be able to count on Rafael Reparaz as director
of photography and Valeria Gentile as editor, both of
whom did their very best to face the challenge.

DM– On this occasion Malya Roman has acted

as a guide or host. Why did you choose her
as narrator instead of telling us the facts
yourself directly?
AA– Since Beethoven’s Ninth Synphony is

such a boundless work, it would have been
presumptious for me to try to express an
“objective” point of view on the matter. I
deemed it more interesting to convey my
opinion through the figure of that subjective
narrator; Malya Roman. On the other hand,
Mayla contributed to the subject with her
own story and her own truth. Being as she is
half my “alter ego” half her own self, Malya
gives rise to a “game of mirrors” which I find
quite suggestive.

WITH BÉJART THE
DANCERS STOPPED
RESEMBLING ORNAMENTAL
OBJECTS AND REVEALED
THEMSELVES LIKE HUMAN
BEINGS FULL OF INTELLIGENCE
AND COURAGE.”

DM– And that leads us to the pedagogical aspect of

AA– Joy is a way of being and behaving in the

“Dancing Beethoven” that helps us to understand
better or get to know a little bit more about a
universal master piece like the Ninth Synphony
and dancing as a profession or way of life. Was that
dimension planned or foreseen since inception of the
documentary’s initial idea?

world. I can see it in my little daughter who is joyful
by nature and goes around the house shedding
light on everything. It doesn’t depend so much on
circumstances but is rather an inherent condition,
an attitude towards life, a natural gift that radiates a
sense of wellbeing that is good for all of us, even for
the saddest kind of people.

AA– Regardless of what you might be like in your

private life, when making a film you must be generous
and put everything you’ve got into it. It is inevitable
for me to share with the audience what I have learnt,
not just in my immersion into the Ninth Synphony but
throughout my life. As far as art is concerned, keeping
things to yourself is pointless and serves no purpose.
I like to leave room for suggestion and refrain from
lecturing the public on anything, but it is clear to me
that in this profession things only work out well when
you have something to tell other people.
DM– I’d like to finish this interview with two questions you

are most probably familiar with. What does joy mean to
you? Are all of us brothers and sisters, so to speak?

Are all of us brothers and sisters? Well, actually, not
even the Ode to Joy asserts that; at least it doesn’t
put it that way. What Schiller’s verse says is: “all
people become brothers where your gentle wing
abides” (the wing of joy). In other words, joy turns
into something that we aren’t in its absence. The fact
that such a simplification (“all people are brothers”)
has caught on and flourished universally says a lot
about the yearnings of mankind. Of the three ideals
coined in the French Revolution (liberty, equality and
fraternity), some political regimes opted for liberty
and others for equality but fraternity was largely
ignored or forgotten. And yet there is a great “thirst”
for fraternity in the world.
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This choreographic transposition
of the work of Beethoven has
no other intention, no other
purpose, no other theme but the
music which supports it, sustains it and is its sole
reason for existing.
It is a sort of “danced concert” in which the dance
is an extension to the music, just as Schiller’s
text adds an extra dimension to the Beethoven’s
score.
The dance here simply follows the slow progress
of the composer, who moves from anguish to joy,
darkness to light.
This is not a ballet, in the generally accepted
sense of the term, but an act of deep human
participation in a work that belongs to the whole
of humanity. In this case, it is not only played and
sung, but also danced as were Greek tragedy and
all primitive religious rites.
It is a “manifestation”, in the deepest sense of the
word.”

MAURICE BÉJART
(Marseille, 1927-Lausanne, 2007)

Arantxa
Aguirre
Born in Madrid, Arantxa Aguirre has a PH in
Spanish Literature and has published two books:
Buñuel, A Reader of Galdós (Pérez Galdós
International Research Award, 2003) and 34
Actors Talk About Their Job (2008), as a sequel of
her documentary film Hécuba. A Dream of Passion
(2006) –nominated to Goya Award-.
She has worked as assistant director of Pedro
Almodóvar, Mario Camus, Basilio Martín Patino
or Carlos Saura, among other filmmakers.
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56’ documentary film.
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VALERIA GENTILE
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Light.
Director.
Ballets broadcasted on Mezzo TV.
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Line producers
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JEAN-PIERRE PASTORI, RICHARD PERRON

La tournée en Chine.
Writer and director. 70’ documentary film.

Starring

Dubbing mixer

MALYA ROMAN, GIL ROMAN,
PIOTR NARDELLI, ZUBIN MEHTA,
MUNETAKA IIDA, DAN TSUKAMOTO,
MIZUKA UENO, MASAYOSHI ONUKI,
KATERYNA SHALKINA, KATHLEEN THIELHELM,
JULIEN FAVREAU, ELISABET ROS,
MIKA YOSHIOKA, KYRA KARKEVITCH,
OSCAR CHACÓN, KEISUKE NASUNO,
ALANNA ARCHIBALD.

GABRIEL GUTIÉRREZ

2011

Title designer

An American Swan in Paris.
Writer and director. 33’ documentary film.

With the participation of

Cinematographer

Colourist

ALBERTO CAYUELA

OYER CORAZÓN
Assistants Film Editor

PATRICIA CORNEJO BAUER, SIMON FAUSER, ALEJANDRO MARZO.
Translators

CAROLINE DELERUE, MAHO IKEKITA, ASAKO NARUTO, CATHERINE
TOIRON, NICHOLAS AIKIN.

A woman of the theatre.
Director. 58’ documentary film.

Best InternationalDocumentary. WOW Film Festival, Sydney 2012
Distribution Award. Documenta Madrid 2012
2010
Béjart Ballet au Palais Garnier.
Writer and director. 60’ documentary film.

FIPA Biarritz 2011

Best Documentary. Cinedans Amsterdam 2011
Best International Documentary Film. Encounters South Africa 2010
Warsaw Film Festival 2009.
Montreal Film Festival 2009.
Nominated Best Documentary, Círculo de Escritores
Cinematográficos (Spain)
Zurich Film Festival 2009.
Sao Paolo Film Festival 2009.
Gante Film Festival 2009, etc.
2008
A Ballet for the XXI Century.
Writer and director. 16’ documentary film.

Best International Documentary. FESANCOR, Santiago de Chile.
2007
Geraldine in Spain.
Writer and director. 60’ documentary film.

2006
Hécuba. A Dream of Passion.
Writer and director. 80’ documentary film.

San Sebastian Film Festival.
Nominated to the Goya Award as Best Documentary.
2003
A Glimpse of Other Lives.
Writer. 90’ documentary film.
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